
Imprivata GroundControl complements an organization’s mobile device management (MDM) solution by 
improving security, user experience, and device asset management. Users can leverage the Imprivata 
GroundControl badge-tap workflow for streamlined access to secured devices with the simple tap of a 
proximity badge. Once assigned, devices are imaged specifically for each user via tight integration with an 
organization’s MDM solution.

Additionally, the Enterprise Password Autofill capability simplifies authentication, as users no longer have to 
manually authenticate into individual applications, saving time and reducing frustration. 

Imprivata GroundControl also brings added security to mobile devices by clearing the device’s passcode, 
allowing users to set a unique passcode during a shift rather than using a shared device passcode across 
all devices.

Integration benefits
Automated device enrollment for both DEP and Non-DEP devices. Imprivata GroundControl provides 
support for all devices, regardless of whether they are enrolled in Apple Business Manager. 

Delete and retire devices, ensuring rapid app loads during reprovisioning and re-enrollment, especially for 
iPads. If migrating to a new solution, retire devices from one MDM. 

Clear passcode between uses allowing each user to set a personal device passcode that is reset by 
Imprivata GroundControl on check-in. With this function, a user can check out a device and is immediately 
prompted to input a personal passcode to lock down the device. This prevents other users from accessing 
a device that is placed down or misplaced. Once the device is returned, the unique passcode is cleared, 
and the device is ready for the next user.

Dynamically assign device to a specific user or service account during a check-out workflow for additional 
device personalization. 

Set labels, tags, and organization groups to customize devices and deploy profiles, specific 
configurations, applications, and more, that can support numerous use cases and requirements. 

Assign applicable MDM DEP profile to a device intended for shared use, automating tedious 
pre-enrollment such as setup screens and device enrollment into the correct groups. 

Enable lost mode on checked out, overdue devices. 
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Imprivata GroundControl integrates with almost every MDM provider, for both DEP and non-DEP devices. 
The following MDM providers go the extra mile and provide deep API integration between their systems 
and Imprivata GroundControl.



Imprivata, the digital identity company for healthcare, provides identity, authentication, and access 
management solutions that are purpose-built to solve healthcare’s unique workflow, security, and 
compliance challenges.

For more information, please contact us at 1 781 674 2700 
or visit us online at www.imprivata.com
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